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ARTICLE INFO Abstract

Objective: Oxycodone hydrochloride has become the second largest prescription 
opioid drug worldwide. However, it is still unclear how to predict its effectiveness 
and safety. The aim of this study was to explore the association between CYP2D6 gene 
polymorphism and the demand for oxycodone hydrochloride within 48 h after operation 
in thoracic surgery patients, providing reference for future clinical precise usage of 
oxycodone hydrochloride.

Methods: A total of 115 patients (47 female and 68 male) scheduled to undergo 
thoracic surgery who accepted oxycodone hydrochloride intravenous patient-controlled 
analgesia (IPCA) for the first 48 h were recruited. Responses to quantitative sensory 
testing of pressure pain (sharp and acupuncture) were assessed, data related to 
postoperative analgesia implemented by acute pain serve (APS) team were screened, 
blood samples were processed for the collection of genomic DNA and genotype of 
rs1135840 was performed using the polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment 
length (PCR-RFLP) method. Association analyses were performed via logistic regression 
analysis after adjusting for covariates such as age and body mass index. 

Results: The total consumption of oxycodone hydrochloride within 48 hours after 
surgery by PCA was lower in female patients than in male patients (p<0.05), as well 
as the consumption for per unit of body weight (p<0.05). The consumption and press 
frequency of PCA within 48 h of female patients were linearly correlated with rs1135840 
(p<0.05). The CG+GG group had higher consumption and more frequency of oxycodone 
hydrochloride than the CC group (6.941 ± 1.549 vs. 2.957 ± 0.5846; 41.47 ± 3.607 vs. 
31.35 ± 2.111, respectively, both p<0.05).

Conclusion: This study suggests that CYP2D6 gene polymorphism is involved in 
the analgesic effect of oxycodone hydrochloride. The homozygote (CC)might reduce 
while the G allele and G carrier (CG+GG) of rs1135840 might increase the demand of 
oxycodone hydrochloride in female patients after thoracic surgery.

Introduction

Pain is one of the most common postoperative complications. A 
classic survey showed that among randomly selected postoperative 
patients, about 80% reported having suffered from acute 
postoperative pain, and 86% of them reported moderate or severe 
or even extreme pain [1]. Thoracic surgeries are one of the highest 
risk and most painful procedures. Clinical investigation found  
that despite improvements in aggressive perioperative analgesia,  
moderate to severe pain when coughing or moving was reported  

 
in over 85% of patients during the first two days [2], and the 
incidence of chronic pain after thoracic surgery was as high as 
50% [3,4]. Currently, postoperative analgesia methods in thoracic 
surgery mainly include Epidural Patient-Controlled Analgesia 
(EPCA), Intravenous Patient-Controlled Analgesia (IPCA), and 
so on. Opioids are the most powerful drugs against pain [5]. 
Oxycodone hydrochloride, a semisynthetic opioid analgesic, is 
widely used to treat moderate or severe cancer pain, neuropathic 
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pain, acute postoperative pain and chronic nonmalignant pain [6-
8]. Moreover, it is recommended for thoracic surgery because of its 
good effect on visceral pain. But its clinical analgesic effect is not 
satisfactory enough and why? The major reason may be individual 
differences, which can lead to differences in drug efficacy. In view of 
this, personalized medicine is one of the most promising solutions 
to increase the effectiveness and reduce the risk of side effect in 
patients’ treatment [9]. 

In clinical practice, there are significant individual differences 
in the demand for oxycodone hydrochloride to relieve pain and the 
side effects, such as opioid receptors, transporter and metabolic 
enzyme. Indeed, the genetic polymorphism of CYP450 determines 
interindividual variability in the metabolism of many drugs, and 
significantly affecting the pharmacokinetics of about 50% of the 
drugs [10,11]. CYP2D6 is an important member of the CYP450 
enzyme family in the liver. Although it only accounts for 2-4% of 
the total hepatic enzymes, it is involved in the metabolism of nearly 
25% exogenous drugs [12]. CYP2D6 enzyme activity is highly 
variable because of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and 
other alterations of the CYP2D6 gene [13]. 

Studies found that oxycodone hydrochloride is metabolized 
mainly via N-demethylation by the CYP450 enzyme system, using 
CYP2D6 as one of the major pathways and producing active 
metabolite oxymorphone, which impacted its effectiveness and 
safety [14,15]. Among the numerous CYP2D6 alleles reported, those 
with full function, less function and null function were included 
[16]. Based on its substrate consumption efficiency, it can be divided 
into four types: ultra-rapid metabolism (UM), strong metabolism 
(EM), moderate metabolism (IM) and weak metabolism (PM) [17]. 
Rs1135840 (4180C>G, S486T) polymorphisms are responsible for 
CYP2D6 gene products with the UM phenotype [18]. As ultra-rapid 
CYP2D6 metabolizer’s patients would need higher drug doses, they 
are more at risk to develop more side effects. Given that the allele 
frequency of rs1135840 in healthy han population is 0.5735, and it 
is endemic to asians. Therefore, preoperative screening of CYP2D6 
gene polymorphism may predict postoperative analgesic effect and 
demand of oxycodone hydrochloride in patients. In recent years, 
the scientists have witnessed the increasing interest in genomics 
and pharmacogenetics as possible tools to predict the effectiveness 
and safety of pharmacological treatments. Nevertheless, there is 
no clear evidence of the role of genetic analysis in thoracic surgery 
patients with oxycodone hydrochloride. Hence, this study used 
gene sequencing technology to screen the CYP2D6 rs1135840 SNP 
and explore the association between the SNP and the oxycodone 
hydrochloride analgesic dose within 48 h post-operation in 
thoracic surgery patients, in order to guide the individualization of 
oxycodone hydrochloride clinical administration.

Materials and Methods

Study Population

The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Ethics 
Committee of Tongji Hospital, Tongji Medical College, Huazhong 
University of Science and Technology. All participants were 
informed of the purpose of the study, and informed written consent 

was obtained before commencement of the study. A total of 150 
patients scheduled to undergo thoracic surgery who accepted 
oxycodone hydrochloride patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) for 
48 h were recruited in Tongji Hospital, Tongji Medical College, 
Huazhong University of Science and Technology between August 1, 
2017, and October 30, 2017. 

Inclusion criteria

a) Age 18-70 y

b) ASA I-II

c) Conscious, and able to communicate normally

d) Right-handed and good test compliance to ensure its 
completion

Exclusion criteria

a) Long history of alcoholism and drug dependence

b) History of chronic pain and mental illness

c) Pain-related illness or use of analgesics within four weeks 
prior to the study

d) Medical diseases with poor control

e) Skin injury at the test site, which prevented the relevant 
test from being completed.

Self-Rating Anxiety Scale (SAS) and Self-Rating 
Depression Scale (SDS) Assessment

Before the self-assessment, the subject was expected to 
understand the entire scale and the meaning of each question, then 
based on the actual feeling of the last week, make an independent 
self-assessment that is not influenced by anyone. SAS and SDS 
consisted of 20 questions each, which were cored as 1-4 points, 
resulting in 20-80 raw score. Subsequently, standard score was 
calculated by int (1.25*raw score) and classified as: 25-49, no 
anxiety/depression; 50-59, mild anxiety/depression; 60-69, 
moderate anxiety/depression; 70-100, severe anxiety/depression 
[19,20].

Mechanical Pain Sensitivity Measurements

A hand-held electronic mechanical algometer (YISIDA-DS2, 
Hong Kong, China) was used to assess pressure pain sensitivity. 
Measurements were obtained using two different size probes 
and assessed on the right forearm at two sites in the following 
standardized sequential manner [21]: the midpoint of the dorsal 
region between the elbow and wrist, tested using a 0.1-cm2 probe 
for sharp pressure pain threshold (S-PPT) and sharp pressure pain 
tolerance (S-PTO) measurements; and the midpoint of the medial 
and lateral borders of the wrist, tested using a 0.01-cm2 probe for 
quantifying pricking pain (QPT). Subjects were instructed to say 
“pain” when they began to feel pain (S-PPT, or QPT), after 5 min 
stimulation restarted and the subjects were instructed to state 
“okay” when the pain became intolerable (S-PTO). This procedure 
was repeated 30 min later, and the average of the two assessments 
was calculated. 
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Collection and Storage of Blood Sample

On the day of surgery, after creating central venous channel in 
the operating room, 2 ml peripheral venous blood was collected in 
5 ml vacutainer tubes containing EDTA, labelled, and stored at -80 
℃.

Analgesic Implementation

Oxycodone hydrochloride analgesic pump was supplied by the 
acute pain serve (APS) team, anesthesiology department, Tongji 
hospital and connected to the patients as soon as possible after 
surgery. Besides, APS team needed to conduct postoperative visits 
to patients in accordance with the standard procedures, and made 
appropriate treatment based on the specific pain management, 
if the PCA was poor and the visual analogue scale (VAS) score at 
resting was higher than 40, additional analgesia measures were 
required and implemented by the APS team. We selected some 
of the data, which mainly included VAS scores at 6h, 24h and 48h 
postoperatively, the consumption of oxycodone hydrochloride 
within 48 h post-operation, and side effects of the patients 
participating in this study. PCA formula: 0.2 mg/ml oxycodone 
hydrochloride hydrochloride + 0.04 mg/ml tropisetron, at a total 
volume of 175 ml. Body weight 40-50 kg: background dose: 1 ml/h, 
press dose 1 ml/time, locking time 10 min, limited to 10 ml/h; Body 
weight 50-60 kg: background dose 1.5 ml/h, press dose 1.5 ml/
time, locking time 10 min, limited to 12 ml/h; Body weight 60-70 
kg: background dose: 2 nl/h, press dose 1.5 ml/time, locking time 

10 min, limited to 15 ml/h; Body weight >70 kg: background dose 
2 ml/h, press dose 2 ml/h, locking time 10 min, limited to 15 ml/h.

DNA Extraction and Genotyping

Takara genome-wide DNA extraction kit was used to extract 
DNA from all blood samples, and the extracted DNA was stored 
at -80 ℃ for later use. NCBI GenBank database was used to 
find the DNA sequence of CYP2D6 gene. Prime5 software was 
used to design amplified primers. The upstream primer was 
CTGCAGCACTTCAGCTTCTC, and the downstream primer was 
GGTACCCCATTCTAGCGGG. Primer synthesis and subsequent 
genotype identification were undertaken by Shanghai Yi He Applied 
Biotechnology Company using the polymerase chain reaction-
restriction fragment length (PCR-RFLP) method.

Statistical Analysis

SPSS version 19.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used to 
process the data. The measurement data are shown as the mean ± SD. 
The independent-sample t-test was used for comparison between 
the groups. Differences in enumeration data such as frequencies 
of number of patients with preoperative anxiety or depression, 
surgical category, and press times of PCA pump between the 
groups were analyzed using the chi-square test. Hardy-Weinberg 
Equilibrium (HWE) was also assessed by chi-square test. Genetic 
association analyses between rs1135840 and the PCA data was 
conducted using PLINK 1.07 [22]. P <0.05 was considered to be 
statistically significant.

Results

Preliminary Analysis

As shown in the overall flow diagram in Figure 1, we collected and analyzed the data from 115 patients, whose baseline characteristics 
are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 1: Flow diagram. Of the 150 patients, 35 withdrew due to surgery suspension, failure of collecting blood, rejecting pain 
measurement, incomplete data, and failure of genotyping. Thus, the sample consisted of 115 cases, including 68 men and 47 
women.
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Table 1: Demographic and clinical characteristics of the study participants.

Female n=47 Male n=68 P

Age(y) 54.51± 1.529 56.65±   0.963 0.2166

BM(kg/m2) 22.80 ± 0.490 22.93 ± 0.339 0.8242

SAS 2mild, 1moderate 2mild 0.445

SDS 3mid, 1moderate 5mild 0.4814

thoracotomy/

Endoscopic pneumonectomy/ 
esophagectomy

10/32/5 11/39/18 0.1109

pre-PPT 10.42 ± 0.458 11.86 ± 0.488 0.0449*

pre-PTO 15.03 ± 0.668 17.34 ± 0.601 0.0126*

pre-QPT 40.80 ± 2.591 48.78 ± 2.303 0.0240*

post-PPT 9.10 ± 0.475 11.71 ± 0.441 0.0002*

post-PTO 12.50 ± 0.553 15.83 ± 0.609 0.0002*

post-QPT 34.14 ± 2.031 42.95 ± 2.194 0.0059*

press frequency of PCA 4.65 ± 0.793 6.97 ± 0.934 0.0876

consumption of PCA 35.65 ± 2.087 50.25 ± 2.921 0.0005*

consumption of PCA/weight 0.64 ± 0.036 0.77 ± 0.044 0.0437*

side effect 7 3 0.0499*

BMI=body mass index; SAS, self-rating anxiety scale; SDS,self-rating depression scale; PPT,pressure pain threshold; PTO,pressure 
pain tolerance; QPT,quantifying pricking pain; pre,preoperative; post,postoperative; PCA, patient-controlled analgesia. 

*p<0.05, with statistical difference. 

The preoperative and postoperative pain thresholds of female patients were lower than that of male patients (all p<0.05). The total 
consumption and the unit weight consumption of oxycodone hydrochloride within 48 h after surgery were lower in female patients 
than in male patients (all p<0.05).

Demographic data showed no statistical difference. The pain 
threshold of women was lower than that of men, the demand for 
oxycodone hydrochloride within 48 h after surgery was lower in 

female patients than in male patients. *p<0.05, with statistical 
difference. 

Table 2: List of rs1135840 detected in total population, female, and male.

SNP Position Minor Alleles Major Alleles Genotype counts Observed 
heterozygosity MAF HWE p-value

rs1135840 Chr22: 
42126611 G C Total: 9/40/66 0.348 0.258 0.404

Female: 4/18/25 0.383 0.277 0.768

Male: 5/22/41 0.324 0.236 0.405

SNP = single nucleotide polymorphism; MAF =minor allele frequency; HWE =Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.

HWE p>0.05 means the group had good representativeness.
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Table 3: Linear regression-based association results for the demand of oxycodone hydrochloride and rs1135840 genotypes using the 
different model in female and male sample.

Gender PCA SNP β SE 95% CI Statistics（T,P）

Female

PCA

frequency

CYP2D6 
rs1135840 (DOM) 3.985 1.491 1.062-6.907 2.672，0.011*

CYP2D6 
rs1135840 (REC) -1.556 2.666 -10.451 -0.584，0.563

CYP2D6 
rs1135840 (ADD) 1.855 1.16 -4.547 1.599，0.118

PCA

consumption

CYP2D6 
rs1135840 (DOM) 10.12 3.949 2.382-17.860 2.563，0.014*

CYP2D6 
rs1135840 (REC) -5.722 6.986 -27.391 -0.819，0.418

CYP2D6 
rs1135840 (ADD) 4.359 3.074 -12.046 1.418，0.164

Male

PCA

frequency

CYP2D6 
rs1135840(DOM) -2.229 1.924 -7.543 -1.158，0.251

CYP2D6 
rs1135840 (REC) -2.837 3.541 -13.881 -0.801，0.426

CYP2D6 
rs1135840 (ADD) -1.827 1.481 -5.806 -1.234，0.221

PCA

consumption

CYP2D6 
rs1135840 (DOM) -9.123 5.93 -23.25 -1.538，0.129

CYP2D6 
rs1135840 (REC) -12.59 10.94 -52.76 0.333，0.741

CYP2D6 
rs1135840 (ADD) -7.654 4.555 -17.853 -1.680，0.098

Abbreviations: β, regression coefficient; SE, standard error; CI, confidence interval. DOM, dominant model; REC,recessive model; 
ADD,additive model.

*p<0.05, with statistical difference. In female patients, there was a linear regression correlation between the press frequency of PCA 
pump and the consumption of oxycodone hydrochloride with rs1135840 genotypes in dominant genetic model.

 
 

Figure 2: Comparison of oxycodone hydrochloride requirements between the CC and CG+GG groups in female patients. The 
press frequency and consumption of PCA within 48 h after operation of female patients were correlated with rs1135840. The 
CG+GG group had more times (A) and higher consumption (B) of oxycodone hydrochloride than the CC group (p<0.05).

Association Between rs1135840 Genotypes and the 
Demand for Oxycodone Hydrochloride

The HEW p values of men, women and total population were all 
greater than 0.05 (p>0.05), indicating that all groups had good 
representativeness (Table 2). 

The press frequency and consumption of PCA pump within 48 

h after thoracic surgery were correlated with linear regression 
of CYP2D6 gene polymorphism, and there were differences in 
dominant mode among female patients (Table 3). 

Comparison of the demand for oxycodone hydrochloride within 
48 h after surgery between different genotypes of rs1135840 in 
female patients (Figure 2).
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Comparison of Other Indexes between the CC and CG+GG 
Groups in Female Patients

There was no statistical difference in the preoperative and 
postoperative pain thresholds between rs1135840 genotypes in 
female patients (Table 4). 

There was no statistical difference in VAS scores between 

rs1135840 genotypes at different time points after surgery among 
female patients (Table 5).

There was no statistical difference in the incidence of SAS, SDS 
and side effects between rs1135840 genotypes in female patients 
(Table 6). None of the patients suffered severe pain and therefore 
did not require additional analgesic measures. The side effects 
include dizziness, nausea, vomiting, but no respiratory depression.

Table 4: Comparison of pain thresholds between CC and CG+GG in female patients.

Genotype n pre-PPT pre-PTO pre-QPT post-PPT post-PTO post-QPT

CC 25 10.38 ± 0.771, 15.11 ± 0.973, 38.61 ± 3.247, 8.59 ± 0.603, 12.36 ± 0.734, 31.96 ± 3.006,

CG+GG 22 10.77 ± 0.697, 15.21 ± 1.091, 42.90 ± 4.029, 9.65 ± 0.741, 12.68 ± 0.860, 36.52 ± 2.673,

t 0.365 0.067 0.837 1.114 0.282 1.127

p 0.716 0.947 0.407 0.272 0.779 0.266

PPT, pressure pain threshold; PTO, pressure pain tolerance; QPT, quantifying pricking pain; pre, preoperative; post, postoperative.

There was no statistical difference in pain thresholds between the CC and CG+GG groups in female patients (p>0.05).

Table 5: Comparison of VAS scores between the CC and CG+GG groups of female patients at different time points

Genotype n VAS1-resting VAS1-coughing VAS2-resting VAS2-coughing VAS3-resting VAS3-coughing

CC 25 9.33 ± 0.667 19.33 ± 0.667 8.75 ± 0.689 18.75 ± 0.690 9.47 ± 1.203 20.53 ± 1.617

CG+GG 22 9.29± 0.714 19.29 ± 0.714 6.25 ± 1.250 16.25 ± 1.250 7.65 ± 1.611 17.65 ± 1.611

t t=0.049 t=0.049 t=1.89 t=1.89 t=0.921 t=1.257

p 0.961 0.961 0.066 0.066 0.364 0.217

VAS, visual analogue scale; VAS1=6 h after surgery; VAS2=24 h after surgery; VAS3=48 h after surgery.

There was no statistical difference in VAS scores between the CC and CG+GG groups at different time points among female patients 
(p>0.05).

Table 6: Comparison of SAS, SDS, and side effects between the CC and CG+GG groups of female patients

Item Rank n Genotype X2 P

CC CG+GG

SAS 0 44 23 21 2.942 0.2297

1 2 2 0

2 1 0 1

SDS 0 43 23 20 1.357 0.5075

1 3 2 1

2 1 0 1

side effect normal 40 21 19 0.052 0.8203

other 7 4 3

SAS, self-rating anxiety scale; SDS,self-rating depression scale.

There was no statistical difference in the incidence of SAS, SDS and side effects between the CC and CG+GG groups of female 
patients (p>0.05).

Discussion

Our study shows that the preoperative basal pain threshold 
(PPT, PTO, QPT) of women was lower than that of men, which is 
consistent with previous studies [23,24]. As we showed above, the 
usage frequency of PCA pump within 48 h after surgery of female 
patients was less than that of male patients. The consumption 
of total or per unit of body weight for oxycodone hydrochloride 
within 48 h of female patients were significantly lower than that 

of male patients. On the other hand, quantitative sensory testing of 
pressure pain was conducted on patients before and after surgery 
for objective assessment of experimental pain, and VAS scores 
at different time points after surgery were used as subjective 
assessment of postoperative pain. We found no difference in 
pressure pain threshold between men and women before and after 
surgery, and no difference in VAS scores at each time point after 
surgery. This suggested that to achieve the same analgesic effect, 
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female patients had less need for oxycodone hydrochloride than 
male patients. Hence, women are more sensitive to oxycodone 
hydrochloride than men. Pre-clinical and clinical studies examining 
gender differences in morphine analgesia are inconsistent.  
Findings of greater analgesia in men versus women, women versus 
men, or no gender differences following opioid administration have 
been reported [25,26]. A study on pharmacokinetic parameters 
of oral administration of a single dose (20 mg) of controlled-
release oxycodone hydrochloride in healthy subjects showed 
no significant differences between women and men in the area 
under the curve (AUC) and in peak plasma concentration (Cmax) 
related to oxycodone hydrochloride [27]. A significant difference 
between genders was found in both subjective and objective 
pharmacodynamic variables, women reported a greater feeling 
of opioid effects and more adverse reactions than men. Our study 
indicated that the demand of oxycodone hydrochloride after 
thoracic surgery was lower in women than in men, which could 
avoid the conventional wisdom that women are more sensitive to 
pain and therefore need more analgesics. This will provide new 
evidence for the individualized analgesic treatment of oxycodone 
hydrochloride. As to the reasons for gender difference, previous 
studies have shown that women’s oxycodone hydrochloride 
elimination rate is 25% slower than that of men [8,28], which may 
be due to women’s water content being 15% higher than that of 
men. Based on the sex differences, we analyzed women and men 
separately. 

Next, we conducted linear regression analysis for men and 
women. The usage frequency and consumption of PCA within 
48 h after operation were used as dependent variables, and the 
genotype of polymorphic site rs1135840 of CYP2D6 gene was used 
as independent variable. The allelic frequencies of rs1135840 was 
consistent with Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p > 0.05) as shown in 
Table 2. The highly polymorphic CYP2D6 is one of the most studied 
genes in the cytochrome P450 family. Polymorphic site rs1135840 
was genotyped and analyzed for its frequency in 47 women and 68 
men, respectively. Linear regression analysis in Table 3 manifested 
that the usage frequency and consumption of PCA within 48 h after 
operation of female patients were correlated with rs1135840 in 
dominant inheritance pattern (dominant inheritance pattern: C 
as stealth allele, G as the dominant allele, carrying the CG and GG 
showed the same traits, so we compared and analyzed CC with 
CG+GG). As we know, the polymorphic site of rs1135840 (C>G) is 
related to the UM of CYP2D6 enzyme. Drug metabolism is faster and 
drug demand is higher in patients carrying G allele of rs1135840. 

Consistently, in this study, the CG+GG group had more times 
and higher consumption of oxycodone hydrochloride than the 
CC group among female patients. In addition, there were no 
differences in preoperative pain threshold, SAS, SDS, postoperative 
pain threshold, VAS, and side effects between the CG+GG and CC 
groups of female patients. Combined with the above, we found that 
in order to achieve the same analgesic effect in female patients 
after thoracic surgery, oxycodone hydrochloride analgesic dose 
in the CG+GG group was higher than that in the CC group, which 
had certain predictive significance for the parameter setting of 
PCA after thoracic surgery in female patients. This study had some 

limitations. First, the sample size was relatively small, and was not 
verified in another population. Second, there are various factors 
that affect drug individualization.  Opioid receptors, transporters 
and other CYP enzyme families can all affect the metabolism of 
oxycodone hydrochloride. Our study only focused on rs1135840, 
a polymorphic site of CYP2D6 gene, which can only explain part of 
the individualization of oxycodone hydrochloride in women, and 
the other factors still need to be further investigated. 

Conclusion

This study suggests that CYP2D6 gene polymorphism is 
involved in the analgesic effect of oxycodone hydrochloride. The 
homozygote (CC)might reduce while the G allele and G carrier 
(CG+GG) of rs1135840 might increase the demand of oxycodone 
hydrochloride in female patients after thoracic surgery, which 
will provide reference for future clinical application of oxycodone 
hydrochloride.
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